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Abstract
Let F∗n be the set of Boolean functions depending on all n variables. We prove that for
any f ∈ F∗n, f |xi=0 or f |xi=1 depends on the remaining n − 1 variables, for some variable
xi. This existent result suggests a possible way to deal with general Boolean functions via
its subfunctions of some restrictions.
As an application, we consider the degree lower bound of representing polynomials over
finite rings. Let f ∈ F∗n and denote the exact representing degree over the ring Zm (with the
integer m > 2) as dm(f). Let m = Π
r
i=1p
ei
i , where pi’s are distinct primes, and r and ei’s are
positive integers. If f is symmetric, then m · dpe1
1
(f) · · · dperr (f) > n. If f is non-symmetric,
by the second moment method we prove almost always m · dpe1
1
(f) · · · dperr (f) > lg n− 1. In
particular, asm = pq where p and q are arbitrary distinct primes, we have dp(f)dq(f) = Ω(n)
for symmetric f and dp(f)dq(f) = Ω(lg n − 1) almost always for non-symmetric f . Hence
any n-variate symmetric Boolean function can have exact representing degree o(
√
n) in at
most one finite field, and for non-symmetric functions, with o(
√
lgn)-degree in at most one
finite field.
1 Introduction
The random restriction method and the polynomial method are powerful tools in computational
complexity [6]; the former is applied to make a function become easier subfunctions (such as
the classical switching lemma [5]) and the polynomials are good computation or approximation
models of Boolean functions [2, 3, 8]. A subfunction of a given Boolean function is obtained by
fixing some variables 0/1 assignments (a.k.a. a restriction). In is work we propose an idea of
dealing with general Boolean functions by finding a well-studied while non-trivial substructure
(for instance, symmetric or monotone subfunctions). To do this, we need the subfunctions
maintain some property after fixing some variables.
In the literature (such as [5, 6, 9]), arguments via random or adaptive restrictions on a
Boolean function are targeted to prove a very low probability of sustaining hard subfunctions
after some restrictions. That is, a Boolean function is very likely to degenerate after restrictions.
For example, if any variable is assigned as 1 then the ORn function becomes a constant. It
is not clear that for arbitrary Boolean function depending on all variables, does there exist
a subfunction that depends on the rest variables (the so-called no-junta subfunction)? This is
important as most of complexity measures are conditioned on the number of influential variables.
We give a positive answer in this work.
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As an application of the existence of no-junta subfunction, we consider the degree lower
bound of general Boolean functions. The degree of a polynomial exactly representing a boolean
function relates to many classical complexity measures [6], including the decision tree complex-
ity, the circuit complexity [8] and the quantum complexity [2], etc. It is easy to acquire the
representing degree for a specific function since the polynomial can be constructed by the inter-
polation based on the truth table. However, this cannot give a nontrivial degree lower bound
for all functions. Nisan and Szegedy [7] first proved a lower bound for real value representing
polynomials. When the polynomial coefficients are in finite fields, a breakthrough was made by
Gopalan et al. [4]. In this work we give lower bounds with simpler forms and different proofs.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce some notations
and definitions. In Section 3 we prove any n-variate function has a subfunction depending on
the rest of n− 1 variables. Section 4 shows the degree bounds. Section 5 concludes the paper.
2 Preliminaries
Define Fn = {f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}}, which is the collection of all n-variable Boolean functions.
Let [n] = {1, · · · , n}, x = (x1, · · · , xn) ∈ {0, 1}n. Note that Fn contains juntas. A k-junta is a
function f(x) represented as a formula of n variables while in fact there exists a proper subset
K ⊂ [n] of size k < n that decides the value of f , and all variables in [n] \K have no influence
on the output of f . Denote F∗n as the subset of Fn that excludes all juntas. Hence, if f ∈ F∗n,
then f depends on all n variables.
Consider an index subset I ⊆ [n] and a partial assignment ρI on the variables indexed by
I. For a given ρI , we call a variable in I the assigned variable and a variable in I
c the free
variable. We define the subfunction f(x)|ρI to be the function derived by restricting the variables
according to ρI and keeping the variables in I
c free. Take the address function [6] as an example:
Address(x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6) outputs the value of xz where z = x1 · 20+x2 · 21+3. Let ρ{1,6} be
a restriction such that x1 = 1, x6 = 0 then Address(x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6)|ρ{1,6} = x4−x2x4. Note
this subfunction is a 2-junta not depending on the free variables x3 and x5. As mentioned, for
an arbitrary n-variate function the existence of its no-junta subfunction was not clear.
Let Zm be the ring of {0, · · · ,m − 1}, where the integer m ≥ 2. Let Zm[x] be the set of
all polynomials over Zm, and similarly for R[x] and Z[x]. For f ∈ Fn, let {f(D) : D ⊆ [n]} be
its truth table. Then f can be represented by F (x) =
∑
D⊂[n] f(D)Πi∈DxiΠi 6∈D(1− xi) ∈ Z[x]
(also in R[x]). This implies the existence of the exact representation and the uniqueness is easy
to prove [4, 6]. Furthermore, since all coefficients in the expansion of F (x) are integers and
xi’s are in {0, 1}, F (x) is a multilinear polynomial. Also observe that F (x) (mod m) ∈ Zm[x].
Denote F (x) (mod m) by P (x). Obviously we have deg(F (x)) ≥ deg(P (x)). That is, for
a given f , dZ(f) ≥ dm(f). For f ∈ F∗n, the Nisan-Szegedy bound [7] states that dR(f) ≥
log n − O(log log n). Observe that PARITY(x) over Z2 can be computed by
∑n
i=1 xi (mod 2),
i.e. d2(PARITY) = 1, which shows the difference between dR(f) and dm(f). Also note that
Gopalan et al. [4] proved ⌈lg p⌉ · p2dp(f) · dp(f) · dq(f) ≥ n.
Suppose the total degree of P (x) is d, and write P (x1, · · · , xn) =
∑
D⊆[n];|D|≤d cDΠj∈Dxj
(mod m), where cD ∈ Zm for all D ⊆ [n]. Sometimes we treat D ⊆ [n] as a variable, such
as f(D) or P (D); by this we mean f(D) = f(x1, · · · , xn) where xi = 1 ⇔ i ∈ D. Denote
|x| =∑ni=1 xi while |D| is the cardinality of D ⊆ [n]. If f is symmetric then the output value
of f is decided by |x|. The symmetry makes all monomials of the same degree have the same
coefficient, that is, for all D and D′ with |D| = |D′| = k, we have cD = cD′ = ck. It is easy to
prove
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Fact 1. If P is a symmetric polynomial of degree d, then for any A ⊆ [n],
P (A) =
d∑
k=0
ck
(|A|
k
)
The following property is helpful to expose the relation between the binomial coefficients
and the degree of a polynomial.
Lemma 1. (See [10].) Let m = Πri=1p
ei
i be a positive integer, where pi’s are distinct primes and
ei’s are positive integers. Let Lk = Π
r
i=1p
ei+⌊logpi k⌋
i . Then for any given nonnegative integers
s, j and k, we have (
sLk + j
k
)
≡
(
j
k
)
(mod m).
For a given symmetric polynomial of degree d, we will consider k = 0, 1, · · · , d. For saving
space, we abbreviate a ≡ b (mod m) as a ≡m b. Observe that if k ≤ d then Lk|Ld. This means
∀k ≤ d, (sLd+jk ) ≡m (jk). Besides, note that (jk) = 0 if j < k.
3 Existence of No-Junta Subfunction
Let f ∈ Fn be a Boolean function on n variables x1, · · · , xn. We say f depends on the i-th
variable xi if there is some input a such that f(a) 6= f(a(i)), where a(i) is obtained from a by
flipping the value of its i-th coordinate. The function f is called nondegenerate if f depends on
all its variables(, i.e. f ∈ F∗n).
The variable xi is said to be useful for f if f depends on xi; otherwise xi is useless for f . We
will denote the set of (indices of) useless variables for f by U(f) := {i : f does not depend on xi}.
Note that the notion of a useless variable presupposes (often implicitly) a universe of variables
on which f is defined.
For i ∈ [n] and b ∈ {0, 1}, the restriction f |xi=b : {0, 1}[n]\{i} → {0, 1} is defined as the
subfunction on variables xj, j 6= i, obtained by fixing xi = b. For notational convenience, we
denote f |xi=b by fib.
Our main theorem is
Theorem 1. If f ∈ F∗n then there exists an i ∈ [n] such that at least one of fi0 or fi1 is
nondegenerate, i.e., it depends on all the variables [n] \ {i}.
We start with an obvious observation:
Proposition 1. (i) If xi is useless for f , it is useless for any restriction of f . In particular,
i ∈ U(f), then for all j ∈ [n] \ {i}, i ∈ U(fj0) ∩ U(fj1).
(ii) On the other hand, if i is useless for both fj0 and fj1 for some i and j, then i is useless for
f as well. In notation, ∃j such that i ∈ U(fj0) ∩ U(fj1)⇒ i ∈ U(f).
Proof. For i 6= j ∈ [n], the conclusions are clear by observing f = (1 − xj) · fj0 + xj · fj1.
Given a boolean function f ∈ Fn, we construct a digraph Gf = (V,E) with V = [n] and
a directed edge i
b−→ j labeled by b if and only if j ∈ U(fib), i.e. E = {i b−→ j : i ∈ [n], j ∈
U(fib), b = 0 or 1}. The digraph Gf has the following properties:
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Proposition 2. (Transitivity:) Suppose in Gf we have a path i
bi−→ j bj−→ k for distinct
i, j, k ∈ [n]. Then the edge i bi−→ k is also in Gf , i.e., k ∈ U(fibi). More generally, if a path of
distinct variables i
bi−→ j1
bj1−→ · · · bjt−1−→ jt exists in Gf , then {j1, · · · , jt} ⊆ U(f |xi=b0).
(Cycles:) If there are two cycles through i containing edges i
0−→ j and i 1−→ k, all three
variables xi, xj , xk are useless for f .
Observe that if Gf has a cycle, say 5
0−→ 2 1−→ 4 0−→ 5, then we can apply Transitivity to
reduce it to a collection of cycles of two vertices, e.g., 5
0−→ 4 0−→ 5, etc.
Proof. (Transitivity:) Note that i, j, k are distinct, otherwise it is in fact a cycle. In the path,
by definition of j
bj−→ k we have f |xj=bj ,xk=0 = f |xj=bj ,xk=1. Observe that
f |xj=bj ,xk=0 = f |xj=bj ,xk=1
⇒ f |xi=bi,xj=bj ,xk=0 = f |xi=bi,xj=bj ,xk=1
Besides, i
bi−→ j implies f |xi=bi,xj=bj = f |xi=bi,xj=1−bj . Hence,
f |xi=bi,xj=bj ,xk=0 = f |xi=bi,xj=1−bj ,xk=0
= f |xi=bi,xj=bj ,xk=1 = f |xi=bi,xj=1−bj ,xk=1
That is, k ∈ U(fibi).
For the general case of i
bi−→ j1
bj1−→ · · · bjt−1−→ jt, it is easy to prove by induction on t with
almost the same argument as above.
(Cycles:) First observe that for a given cycle i
bi−→ j bj−→ i, by definition we have f |xi=bi,xj=bj =
f |xi=bi,xj=1−bj because of i
bi−→ j, and f |xi=bi,xj=bj = f |xi=1−bi,xj=bj because of j
bj−→ i. Com-
bining these two equations, it is clear to have f |xi=bi,xj=bj = f |xi=bi,xj=1−bj = f |xi=1−bi,xj=bj .
Note that there is no requirement on f |xi=1−bi,xj=1−bj .
Now, for the given pair of cycles i
0−→ j bj−→ i and i 1−→ k bk−→ i in Gf , we can list the
corresponding equations:

f |xi=0,xj=bj ,xk=bk = f |xi=0,xj=1−bj ,xk=bk = f |xi=1,xj=bj ,xk=bk
f |xi=0,xj=bj ,xk=1−bk = f |xi=0,xj=1−bj ,xk=1−bk = f |xi=1,xj=bj ,xk=1−bk
f |xi=1,xj=bj ,xk=bk = f |xi=1,xj=bj ,xk=1−bk = f |xi=0,xj=bj ,xk=bk
f |xi=1,xj=1−bj ,xk=bk = f |xi=1,xj=1−bj ,xk=1−bk = f |xi=0,xj=1−bj ,xk=bk
Note that the above equations are related by f |xi=0,xj=bj ,xk=bk in the first and third equa-
tions, f |xi=0,xj=1−bj ,xk=bk in the first and fourth, and f |xi=1,xj=bj ,xk=1−bk in the second and
third. Besides, they contain all eight configurations. This shows that f is independent of xi, xj
and xk. I.e., f is not sensitive on variables xi, xj and xk.
Definition 1. For f ∈ Fn and S ⊆ [n], U1(f, S) :=
⋃
i∈S(U(fi0)∪U(fi1)). In words, a variable
j is in U1(f, S) if it is useless for a restriction of f that fixes one variable to some value.
Proposition 3. (Closure Property:) For any i ∈ [n] and b ∈ {0, 1}, we have
U1(f, U(fib)) ⊆ U(fib) ∪ {i}.
Furthermore, if for every k ∈ U(fib) and every b′ ∈ {0, 1}, i 6∈ U(fkb′), then
U1(f, U(fib)) ⊆ U(fib).
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Proof. For any j ∈ U(fibi) and j′ ∈ U(fjbj) \ {i} (where bi, bj ∈ {0, 1}) we can append j
bj−→ j′
to i
bi−→ j and obtain a path. If for some j ∈ U(fibi), i ∈ U(fj0) ∪ U(fj1), then we have
U(fj0) ∪ U(fj1) ⊆ U(fibi) ∪ {i}. Hence,
U1(f ;U(fibi)) =
⋃
j∈U(fibi),b=0,1
U(fjb) ⊆ U(fib0) ∪ {i}.
On the other hand, if ∀j ∈ U(fibi), i 6∈ U(f |j0) ∪ U(f |j1), then U(fj0) ∪ U(fj1) ⊆ U(fibi).
This concludes that U1(f, U(fib)) ⊆ U(fib).
Proof. (of Theorem 1) We prove the theorem by contraction. So, assume f is nondegenerate
but every restriction fib, i ∈ [n] is degenerate. Then we have U(f |xi=0) 6= ∅ and U(f |xi=1) 6= ∅
for all i ∈ [n].
Thus, we can assume that f satisfies the following property:
(∗) ∀i ∈ [n], U(f |xi=0) 6= ∅ and U(f |xi=1) 6= ∅.
We prove the claim below:
Main Claim: If f has property (∗) and U(f ;S) ⊆ S for some S ⊆ [n] with |S| ≥ 2, then
∃j ∈ S such that f |j0 = f |j1, i.e., j is useless for f .
Since U1(f, [n]) ⊆ [n] and n ≥ 2, the claim can be applied with S = [n] and it implies f is
degenerate. This is a contraction.
Proof. (of Main Claim) We prove this by induction on |S|.
Base case (|S| = 2): Note that |S| = 2 with U(f ;S) ⊆ S implies U(f |i0) = {j} and
U(f |i1) = {j}. Since j ∈ U(fi0) ∩ U(fi1), Proposition 1(ii) shows j ∈ S is useless for f .
Inductive step: Assume |S| = s ≥ 3 and the claim holds for all S with |S| ≤ s− 1.
Consider an arbitrary vertex j∗ ∈ S. By (∗) there is at least one 0-edge j∗ 0−→ u and at
least one 1-edge j∗
1−→ v. As shown in Figure 1(a), if u = v then u ∈ U(fj∗0) ∩U(fj∗1) and by
Proposition 1(ii), u is useless and we are done. So, we may assume u 6= v. If there is a directed
path from u back to j∗ and a directed path from v back to j∗ (as shown in Figure 1(b)), then
j∗, u, v satisfy the Cycles property of Proposition 2 and all of them are useless for f and we are
again done.
Hence, we can assume that there is no cycle via, w.l.o.g., any 1-edge leaving j∗ back to j∗.
This case is shown in Figure 1(c), where we use the dashed edge to emphasize Gf does not have
such edge. Let S′ := U(fj∗1). By the foregoing assumption, no k ∈ S′ can have an edge going
back to j∗ and hence j∗ 6∈ S′. By the Closure property (Proposition 3, the ”furthermore” part),
we have U1(f, S′) ⊆ S′. We also have that |S′| ≤ s− 1. Moreover, |S′| ≥ 2 since there is at lest
one 1-edge j∗
1−→ v and by (∗), there are two outgoing edges out of v neither of which can go
back to j∗ (the heads of those two edges could coincide −− however, that’d immediately imply
the claim). Hence we can apply the induction hypothesis to S′ and conclude there is a vertex
w ∈ S′ that is useless for f . Note that S′ ⊂ S by the Transitivity property since j∗ ∈ S and
U1(f, S) ⊆ S. Hence w ∈ S and is useless for f .
Many complexity measures are hard to be obtained for general functions but easier for
that with some property (such as monotone or symmetric). This suggests we can get some
complexity bounds of f through its subfunction f |ρI . However, as the example of the Address
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j∗ u
0
1
(a) u = v
j∗
u
v
0
1
bu
bv
(b) u 6= v, cycles
j∗ u
v k
0
1
bu
0, 1
0, 1
(c) u 6= v, no back edge
Figure 1: Graphs for Inductive step
function illustrates, even f ∈ F∗n, usually f |ρI 6∈ F∗n−|I|. The implication of Theorem 1 promises
that for given 0 < k < n there is one restriction ρI with n− |I| = k such that f |ρI is no-junta.
An crucial observation is that any no-junta and symmmetric f |ρI ∈ F∗n−|I|; this motivates us to
derive a degree lower bound for non-symmetric Boolean functions from symmetric subfunctions.
4 Degree Bounds
Theorem 2. Let f ∈ F∗n be symmetric, pi’s be distinct primes, and r and ei’s be positive
integers. Let m = Πri=1p
ei
i . Then
m · dpe1
1
(f) · · · dperr (f) > n.
The idea of the proof is to find a particular subset A such that the output values of rep-
resenting polynomials on A are distinct over two Zpeii
’s, which is a contradiction; hence this A
must not exist.
Proof. We only have to consider f ∈ F∗n satisfying f(∅) = 0 since ∀i, dpeii (f) = dpeii (¬f).
Besides, f is no-junta and symmetric means there exists a weight τ ∈ [n] s.t. ∀D ⊆ [n] with
|D| = τ ≤ dmin, f(D) = 1, where dmin = mini∈[r](dpeii (f)). W.L.O.G. let dmin = d1. Let
Pi(x) ∈ Zpeii [x] s.t. Pi(x) (mod p
ei
i ) = f(x) for all x ∈ {0, 1}n. Denote di = deg(Pi(x)). Since
f is symmetric, each Pi(A) can be written as
∑di
k=0 cPi,k
(|A|
k
)
by Fact 1. Define Li = p
ei+⌊logpi di⌋
i .
Then by Lemma 1 for any nonnegative integers s, j and k, we have
∀k ≤ dmin,
(
sLi + j
k
)
≡peii
(
j
k
)
.
Consider A ⊆ [n] such that |A| ≡ τ (mod L1) and for i ≥ 2, |A| ≡ 0 (mod Li). Let L := Πri=1Li
and L
′
i = L/Li. Then by the CRT, the unique solution (in the sense of modular convergence) is
|A| =
r∑
i=2
0 · L′i · [L
′
i
−1
(mod Li)]
+ τ · L′1 · [L
′
1
−1
(mod L1)] (mod L) ≤ L
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For this |A| and by Fact 1,
P1(A) =
d1∑
k=0
cP1,k
(|A|
k
)
≡pe1
1
d1∑
k=0
cP1,k
(
τ
k
)
= P1(Dτ ) ≡pe1
1
1
P2(A) =
d2∑
k=0
cP2,k
(|A|
k
)
≡pe2
2
d2∑
k=0
cP2,k
(
0
k
)
= P2(∅) ≡pe2
2
0
· · ·
Pr(A) =
dr∑
k=0
cPr ,k
(|A|
k
)
≡perr
dr∑
k=0
cPr ,k
(
0
k
)
= Pr(∅) ≡perr 0
where Dτ is any subset of [n] with size τ . This is a contradiction unless |A| > n. Hence we have
n < |A| ≤ L = Πri=1Li ≤ m ·Πri=1di.
Consider r = 2 and e1 = e2 = 1 in above Theorem, we have dp1(f)dp2(f) = Ω(n).
Corollary 1. Let f ∈ F∗n be symmetric, then f can has degree o(
√
n) in at most one finite
field.
Note that for a fixed Ic of size |Ic| = k, there are exactly 2n−k partial assignments that leave
the variables in Ic free. Furthermore, for fixed k there are
(n
k
)
2n−k k-subcubes. We denote by
Rk,n the set of restrictions that leave k of n variables free, i.e. |Rk,n| =
(n
k
)
2n−k. For a fixed
ρ ∈ Rk,n, we choose f ∈ Fn uniformly at random. Let Iρ(f) be the indicator variable of the
event that f |ρ is a non-junta symmetric subfunction on the corresponding k-subcube. Therefore,
if Iρ(f) = 1 then f |ρ ∈ F∗k . Observe that Prf∈Fn [Iρ(f) = 1] = (2k+1 − 2)
/
22
k
.
A natural question is how small can be k to make sure the existence of a no-junta symmetric
subfunction. We are going to apply the second moment method which in fact is a corollary of
Pr[X = 0] ≤ V ar[X]/E[X]2.
Lemma 2. (See [1].) Let X =
∑M
i=1Xi, where Xi is the indicator random variable for the event
Ai. Denote i ∽ j for the events Ai, Aj that are not independent and define ∆ =
∑
i∽j Pr[Ai∧Aj].
Thus V ar[X] ≤ E[X] + ∆. If E[X]→∞ and ∆ = o(E[X]2) then X > 0 almost always.
Here we consider the above Xi as Iρi(f) and Ai as the event that f |ρi is no-junta and
symmetric. To acquire an upper bound of ∆, we need the following fact.
Fact 2. For a fixed k-subcube S in an n-cube, there are at most
(n
k
) · 2k k-subcubes intersecting
with S.
Proof. For each vertex of the n-cube, it can only belong to at most
(
n
k
)
different k-subcubes. A
fixed k-subcubes contains 2k vertices, so there are at most
(
n
k
) · 2k k-subcubes intersecting with
the given S.
Lemma 3. For large n, if k ≤ lg n − 1 then almost always each f ∈ Fn has at least one
k-variable symmetric subfunction.
Proof. Define I(f) =
∑
ρ∈Rk,n
Iρ(f). The goal is to show Ef∈Fn [I(f)]→∞ and ∆ = o(Ef∈Fn [I(f)]2).
Then by Lemma 2, we have I(f) > 0 almost always. Since I(f) is the summation of indicators,
this means almost always I(f) ≥ 1.
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First observe that
Ef∈Fn [I(f)] =
(
n
k
)
2n−k · (2
k+1 − 2)
22k
>
(n
k
)
2n−k · 2k
22k
>
nk2n
kk22k
,
where the last term is by
(n
k
)
> nk/kk. It is easy to see that if k ≤ lg n then 22k ≤ 2n and
nk ≫ kk. Therefore, as n→∞ and k ≤ lg n, Ef∈Fn [I(f)]→∞. Furthermore,
1
(Ef∈Fn [I(f)])
2 <
(
22
k(n
k
) · 2n
)2
.
On the other hand, by Fact 2,
∆ =
∑
i∽j
Pr[Ai ∧Aj] <
(
n
k
)
2n−k ·
(
n
k
)
2k · 2
k+1
22
k
.
Combining the above two inequalities, we get
∆
(Ef∈Fn [I(f)])
2 <
22
k+k+1
2n
Note that k = lg n−1⇒ 2k = n/2. This makes ∆/(Ef∈Fn [I(f)])2 → 0, i.e. ∆ = o((Ef∈Fn [I(f)])2).
Hence by Lemma 2, if n is large enough then I(f)≫ 1 almost always.
Theorem 3. Let f ∈ Fn be a non-symmetric function. Let m = Πri=1peii , where pi’s are distinct
primes, and r and ei’s are positive integers. Then almost always
m · dpe1
1
(f) · · · dperr (f) > lg n− 1.
Proof. For a given non-symmetric f , let k = lg n − 1, then the above lemma implies that
almost always we can find a restriction ρ ∈ Rk,n for this f such that f |ρ is no-junta and
symmetric. Obviously ∀i dpeii (f) ≥ dpeii (f |ρ). Furthermore, f |ρ ∈ F
∗
k . Hence, for f |ρ we have
mΠri=1dpeii
(f) ≥ mΠri=1dpeii (f |ρ) > lg n− 1.
Corollary 2. With the same setting of the above theorem, and let dmax = maxi∈[r](dpeii
(f)) and
M = maxi∈[r](p
ei
i ), then almost always
dmax >
(lg n− 1)1/r
M
.
For the ORn function, although in different representing models, this corollary is analogue
to a result of [3], which states the degree lower bound of the weak representation by nonclassical
polynomials is Ω((lg n)1/r). It is interesting to know why different proofs meet the same barrier
of lg n; does this relate to the entropy?
By taking m = pq with distinct primes p and q, we immediately have dp(f)dq(f) = Ω(lg n)
almost always.
Corollary 3. It is almost always true that f ∈ Fn has exact representing polynomial of degree
o(
√
lg n) over at most one finite field.
Note the lower bound in [4] means f has degree o(lg n) in at most one finite field. Although
our result is weaker than [4], our proof and the bound are both much simpler.
8
5 Conclusions
We prove any n-variate Boolean has no-junta subfunctions. It shows a possible way to deal
with general Boolean functions via its subfunctions of under some restrictions. Besides, for
symmetric boolean functions, we proved pqdp(f)dq(f) > n, where p and q are distinct primes.
This means any no-junta symmetric f can have degree o(
√
n) in at most one finite field. In
the nonsymmetric case, we prove that for a random function f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} almost always
pqdp(f)dq(f) > lg(n) − 1, which means almost always f can have degree o(
√
lg n) in at most
one finite field.
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